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I

am writing this in the strange
new reality of 2020, while the
COVID-19 pandemic is unleashing
immense
global
suffering.
In
addition to the illness and deaths
caused, the pandemic is decimating
economies, halting travel and
having a catastrophic impact on
wildlife as tourism revenues dry
up and conservation drops down
the priority list. Those impacts are
most marked where conservation is
dependent upon direct users such
as tourists, highlighting the need
to develop new, resilient models of
conservation which deliver multiple
benefits for local people.
I am incredibly proud that our team,
supported by many marvellous
partners around the globe, has
continued to help develop some
vital and innovative community
based conservation approaches. In
building meaningful partnerships
with local communities, much of
our work focuses on providing
real benefits to rural villagers in
addition to traditional carnivore
conservation
work
such
as
satellite-collaring, camera-trapping
and protecting livestock.

One key programme is our
community camera-trapping work
which throughout 2019 provided
invaluable healthcare, education
and veterinary benefits to tens
of thousands of local people. We
also provide additional benefits
through school feeding, school
twinning, scholarships for promising
local students and responding to
community emergencies, while our
bomas and Lion Defenders actively
safeguard people’s livestock and
reduce lion killing. Through all this
work, we have seen communities
increasingly engage in conservation
as they receive real benefits from
wildlife and become more tolerant
of large carnivore presence on
their land.
Amazingly, it has been ten years
since we started the project under
a small tree in Kitisi village. Our
work has grown in size and impact,
and we are immensely proud of
our journey so far. Thank you for
your support and, despite these
challenging times, we are certain
that by continuing to work together
we will create a brighter future for
both people and wildlife.

RCP’s Location

MESSAGE FROM
NIDA AL-FULAIJ
Grants Manager
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People’s Trust for
Endangered Species

eciding
which
wildlife
conservation project to fund
can be a difficult task. With
too little money for all the work
that’s needed, it’s really important to
support the projects that are most
likely to have the greatest impact.
And that means finding a leader who
stands out against the rest.
Of course protecting lions is critical,
but Amy is the reason that PTES
is providing support for the Ruaha
Carnivore Project (RCP) rather than
other lion work. Her skills, dedication
and enthusiasm are evident in the
successes she and her team have
achieved, both in the conservation of
these amazing creatures and for the
people living with them.
PTES first partnered with RCP over
ten years ago when the mission was
to identify where and why conflict
was occurring between local villagers
and wild carnivores. It has been
rewarding to watch the development
of the project as the team has grown
and carried out ecological research
alongside
developing
innovative
solutions to mitigate the conflict.
Through the project, our supporters
have now not only helped protect the
wildlife of the area but also provided
better education and healthcare for
the local villages.
PTES is now proud to call Amy a
Conservation Partner, one of only five
conservationists selected to receive a
five-year grant, allowing the team to
make an even greater impact on the
ground in Tanzania.
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PROJECT CONTEXT
Tanzania’s Ruaha Landscape is one of the most
important wildlife areas in Africa and the crown
jewel is Ruaha National Park, a protected area of
22,000km2. An additional 20,000+km2 of Game
Reserves, Wildlife Management Areas and village
land surround the Park to complete what is known
as the Ruaha Landscape. This landscape contains
significant populations of carnivores such as
lions, African wild dogs, leopards and cheetahs
- species which are all globally threatened. The
vastness of the area meant that historically it
was understudied and, when the project began
in 2009, there had been no dedicated research
into the ecology and conservation of these
crucial populations.
As protected areas in Tanzania are unfenced,
large carnivores and other wildlife utilise not only
protected areas but also the human-dominated
land surrounding them. Populations of poor
pastoralists and farmers living in areas beside
protected areas frequently encounter carnivores
and suffer when they or their livestock are
attacked. In the past there was little perceived
benefit to living alongside these species and,
predictably, the intense human-carnivore conflict
led to high wildlife mortalities on village land.
When the project began in 2009 we were three
people living in tents in one village; now we are a
team of over 70 across 16 villages. Our mitigation
and prevention strategies have helped protect
local livestock and reduced retaliatory carnivore
killings, while our innovative programmes have
brought tangible benefits to the communities and
increased tolerance. Working with local tribes has
reduced the number of traditional lion hunts and
increased conservation awareness. In addition,
we have collected scientific data on Ruaha’s large
carnivore populations which will help to measure
the effectiveness of our programmes and inform
conservation planning.
We could not do this without the support
received from organisations and individuals all
around the world. With the skills and commitment
of our dedicated field team, this has allowed us
to achieve our goal of protecting large carnivores
by improving human-carnivore coexistence.
Together we have achieved so much over the past
decade and we are pleased to share some of the
highlights from the last year with you.
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CARNIVORE MONITORING

T

he second largest National Park in Africa, Ruaha
is immense. Monitoring such an area is a nearimpossible task that would require a vast team
with several vehicles constantly seeking out carnivores.
However, there is a great spirit of collaboration in Ruaha
and the lodges have allowed their guides to help in
this exercise.
Since 2010 we have worked with dozens of guides from
different lodges who are trained and ready to collect high
quality data on the carnivores they encounter during game
drives. The guides are equipped with a data-collection
device and a camera so that they can also take good
quality images of the carnivores they see.
During 2019 a team of 24 guides managed to record
1,800 carnivore sightings. Lions were by far the most
sighted carnivore with 1,380 records. Leopards followed
with 329 recorded sightings, the rarer African wild dogs
and cheetahs were seen 26 and 21 times respectively, and
spotted hyaenas 44 times.
These data provide invaluable insights into the carnivore
populations in Ruaha as well as amazing pictures that
are a constant reminder why we work so hard to protect
these animals.

SIGHTINGS
Lions ................................................. 1,380
Leopards ............................................. 329
African Wild Dogs .......................... 26
Cheetahs ................................................ 21
Spotted Hyaenas .............................. 44
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PROVIDING
COMMUNITY
BENEFITS

GIVING
WILDLIFE
VALUE

I

n 2019, through our innovative
community camera-trap (CCT)
programme, we employed 32
CCT officers across 16 villages,
allowing communities around Ruaha
to continue to receive benefits that
were directly linked to the presence
of wildlife.

Here’s how it works
RCP trains and employs local
community camera trap officers,
who are selected by their village,
to place camera-traps on village
land in locations where they believe
to be the most wildlife. For each
individual wild animal photographed
by the camera-traps, the village
receives a certain number of points.
All mammals receive points in order
to encourage conservation of prey
as well as predators, however more
points are given for threatened
or conflict-prone species. A small
antelope will generate 1,000 points,
while an endangered African wild
dog will generate 20,000 points and
a pack of 10 wild dogs will generate
200,000 points.
Every three months these points are
converted into additional healthcare,
education and veterinary benefits for
the village, demonstrating a direct
link between wildlife conservation
and community benefits. One of the
communities that participates in
this programme managed to build
a health centre with the benefits
obtained, another is in the process of
building a school. Others choose to
equip classrooms with vital supplies,
from text books to electricity.

T
COM M UNITY CAM ERA- TRAP VALUES
A N I M AL.. .............................................. P OI N T S
Antelope.................................................................................... 1,000
African wild dog................................................................20,000
Pack of 10 wild dogs.................................................... 200,000

Every day we also ensure that 800
children in two primary schools receive
a nutritious porridge, for many of
whom this is their first meal of the day.
This helps to maintain their attention
and attainment, and motivates families
to send children to school.
For the most promising pastoralist
children, we developed our ‘Simba
Scholarship’ programme, whereby
the successful candidates receive

a fully-paid studentship through all
four years of secondary school. We
extended this opportunity to two
non-pastoralist students who come
from vulnerable households and this
year we selected seven students,
three of them girls, bringing the
total of students supported by this
programme so far to 42.
Once the Simba Scholars graduate,
we select the best to support further,
and to date we have given eight
students the opportunity to obtain
tertiary education. An exceptional
four students were selected in 2019,
including a Maasai girl who wanted
to avoid an arranged marriage and
continue to study.
Although never intentionally one of
our programmes, the project also
often acts as an informal ambulance.
We were called out to help transport
patients from some of the most
remote households in the area 156
times in 2019, including helping 50
women in labour that were taken
to safely deliver their babies at
local clinics.

You can participate in conservation!
From the comfort of your home you can help us classify
numerous fascinating camera-trap images by logging
onto Snapshot Ruaha at:
www.zooniverse.org/projects/meredithspalmer/snapshot-ruaha

In 2019 CCT benefits
reached 40,000 people
and were worth nearly
$90,000
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o create behavioural change,
everyone needs to feel the
benefits of living with carnivores,
so we try to ensure the benefits reach
as many community members as
possible. In 2019, 16 Ruaha schools
benefited from our Kids4Cats twinning
programme through which children in
developed countries get involved in
big cat conservation by fundraising.
Each school commits to raising the
equivalent of $500 annually to buy
school materials for their peers in
Tanzania - these are invaluable items
such as books, desks and blackboards,
without which meaningful teaching
would be virtually impossible.
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‘Simba Scholarship’
candidates receive a
fully-paid studentship
through all four years
of secondary school
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Once the Simba Scholars graduate,
we select the best to support further
through tertiary education
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PROTECTING LIVELIHOODS

W

e can allow ourselves to be fascinated by
large carnivores but living alongside them is
a different matter. Children sometimes have
to turn back on their way to school because they find
lions on the road, and over 90% of people who live in
areas where carnivores roam have understandably
negative perceptions. Our main focus is to change these
perceptions by reducing the costs and increasing the
benefits associated with carnivores.
Most conflict arises when livestock is attacked during
the night. If these attacks can be prevented, people have
less of a problem living with carnivores. Since 2010 RCP
has helped livestock owners predator-proof livestock
enclosures (bomas) with sturdy diamond-mesh fencing.
The householder contributes 25% of the cost but, as the
wire virtually eliminates attacks within the boma, the
investment is considered worthwhile.

In 2019 we predator-proofed 35

bomas, protecting 151 cattle 
and 1,837 small-stock worth $167,000 to local livestock owners.
A team of 15 conflict officers keep track of depredation trends across
as many villages, visiting a sample of 500 households every month

Some nomadic pastoralists do not keep their livestock
in the same area year-round, so building a permanent
structure does not work for them. In response to this,
in January 2019 we visited our WildCRU partner project
in Zimbabwe, the Hwange Lion Project, to learn about
their canvas mobile bomas, and subsequently piloted the
first mobile bomas in East Africa. These bomas are built
using a special white reflective canvas that is treated to
resist UV rays and are used to protect livestock during
the night. Despite the canvas not being rigid, predators
can’t see through it which seems to discourage them
from trying to reach the livestock inside. As the bomas
are easy to move they can be rotated between farms,
while the manure fertilizes the earth, improving later
crop yields.
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The conflict officers are our point of contact in the
villages, recording detailed information whenever there is
an attack and working closely with the livestock owners.

Hodari, our Anatolian Shepherd, kept working hard in 2019
protecting the livestock while grazing in the bush. Hodari
also has a powerful bark that keeps carnivores at bay
during the night, which is much appreciated by her owner
and neighbours alike.
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Mama Mombasa is a Maasai woman living in
the village of Tungamalenga. She tells us “We
used to get hyaenas every month coming for
our goats and young calves, we tried to build
a modern enclosure from bamboo but it was
expensive to maintain and had weak points.
Thanks to RCP this wire livestock enclosure
cost less than the bamboo one and is much
stronger. Since we received it six months ago
we have not had one depredation!”
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Maasai and Barabaig
warriors are employed and
trained as Lion Defenders
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REDUCING
CONFLICT

A

mong traditional pastoralist societies, there are
reasons to kill lions that go beyond retaliation
for attacks on livestock. Young Maasai and
Barabaig warriors traditionally receive gifts from the
community if they spear a lion. Cattle have significant
economic and symbolic value, and still today killing lions
is often seen as a sign of bravery and as a service to
the community.
At the start of the project in 2009, traditional killing
was a major threat for the lions in the Ruaha Landscape.
Working in partnership with Lion Guardians in Kenya,
we employed and trained Maasai and Barabaig warriors
around Ruaha as Lion Defenders. Through this model
young warriors are engaged in conservation, and can
obtain similar benefits from protecting lions as they used
to receive from killing them.

In 2019 the programme had 17

Lion Defenders working to protect
the community and lions across 830 km2 of village land
The Lion Defenders still perform most of the tasks
that are expected from a warrior but with a focus on
preventing conflict from arising. Every day they look for
signs of lion presence and advise people not to graze
their livestock in areas where they are likely to encounter
lions. They also help families reinforce their traditional
enclosures to avoid attacks during the night. In 2019, our
Lion Defenders helped reinforce 181 traditional bomas.
They also help find lost livestock, which are vulnerable
to attack by hyaenas and lions, and help villagers treat
injured animals after any attacks.

In 2019 Lion Defenders helped find

3,957 livestock – this was 97% of
all the livestock reported as lost and
worth $786,350

Still today killing lions is traditionally
seen as a sign of bravery and as a
service to the community
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Despite these efforts, conflict still arises and one of the
most important roles of the Lion Defenders is to detect
and prevent lion hunts. This takes immense diplomacy,
bravery and skill and is probably the toughest part of
the job. During 2019, the Lion Defenders prevented or
stopped 26 lion hunts, bringing the total since the start of
the programme to 111. It is not easy to challenge traditions
and there are always those in the community who will
resist change, but the Lion Defenders demonstrate
that it is possible to respect and maintain their culture
through conservation.

26 lion hunts stopped in 2019
RUA H A CA R N I VOR E P ROJ EC T ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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OUTREACH
AND
EDUCATION

C

ommunity-based conservation requires local
people to recognise real benefits from protected
areas and wildlife. Those living near protected
areas usually only have negative experiences of wildlife,
such as crop-raiding or livestock depredation, and
are often unaware of the conservation issues facing
these species or the particular importance of the
Ruaha Landscape.

Reaching the youngest
generations is an
important way to
foster change

To address this, we conduct popular and educational ‘film
nights’ where we go to remote locations, hang a white
cloth from the vehicle and show wildlife documentaries.

In 2019 we reached 7,206 			 Inspired by one of our Pride Alliance partners, the
Niassa Carnivore Programme, we conducted our firstpeople through these film nights
ever Carnivore Carnival. This event was aimed at raising
awareness about carnivores and conservation and was a
bringing the total since the beginning great success. There were competitions and games for
everyone, from pastoralists to farmers, and from students
of the programme to over 60,000 to elders. Highlights of the day were plays performed by
People come from around the world to visit the Ruaha
National Park but local people living next to the Park
cannot access it because they don’t have a car or a credit
card to pay the fee. Seeing wildlife up close and in a
non-threatening environment is an experience that helps
build an appreciation for the wildlife we are asking them
to protect.

In 2019 we brought 495 people
from the surrounding communities to
enjoy the beauty of Ruaha National
Park, and 99% reported more
positive feelings towards wildlife
after the visit

school children, rope pulling, traditional dancing, spear
throwing and (of course) a football game!
Reaching the youngest generations is an important way to
foster change. With this in mind, we produced a children’s
book that follows a young Barabaig boy from his first
encounter with a lion to joining the Ruaha Carnivore
Project as a Lion Defender. Written in Swahili and English,
the book, illustrated by Kayla Harren and written by RCP’s
Director Dr Amy Dickman, was an immediate success.
Books have been distributed freely to all primary schools
in our area, reaching thousands of children who coexist
with large carnivores in their daily life.

One highly valued part of the experience is seeing lions
up close and realising that they are not always aggressive.
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I

n 2017 we placed the first collars on lions in the
Ruaha Landscape. In that first attempt, we selected
lions living close to the edge of the Park because
we wanted to know if those were the same lions that
were entering into conflict in the villages. Those collars
provided useful data as to which lions were most likely
to cross the border of the Park.
When we removed the last of those collars in June 2019
we decided to collar more animals and, for the first
time, target lions that live almost exclusively on village
land. With considerable effort, the team managed to
collar two males on village land and one male and one
female on the border of the Ruaha National Park. The
same night she was collared the lioness crossed the
border of the Park into the Wildlife Management Area
- our target was to collar three more females but they
turned out to be cleverer than we expected!

With 7 more

lions and
4 hyaenas to collar in 2020,
we will have our hands full!
The satellite collars are an invaluable tool to follow
the movements of lions and alert the Lion Defenders
and Conflict Officers when they are moving towards
areas with a high concentration of people. Thanks to
the “virtual fence” capability of the collars, the team
receives an alert whenever the lions enter into high-risk
areas. Because lions that coexist with people are usually
wary and difficult to study, the collars will also help us
understand lion behaviour and ecology on village land.
This will, in turn, help inform human-wildlife conflict
mitigation measures and reduce conflict, which is one
of the main drivers of carnivore killings on village land.
With seven more lions and four hyaenas to collar in
2020, we will have our hands full!

EMBRACING
TECHNOLOGY
18
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FINANCIALS

INTO THE FUTURE

The Ruaha Carnivore Project is fully audited
through the University of Oxford, which has
charitable status in the UK and 501(c)(3)
status in the US through Americans for Oxford.
100 percent of all donations go directly to the
Ruaha Carnivore Project and over 95 percent
of all expenditure is on field conservation
activities.
During 2019 the project expenditure was
almost US$450,000, with the breakdown
shown below.

Sightings
School
Feeding

8%

During 2020, we expect to increase the budget
significantly as we start programmes in the vast
Selous-Nyerere ecosystem. Many of our key
donors, particularly zoos, are likely to be hardhit due to the effects of COVID-19 and it is now
evident that 2020 will be a challenging year
all round. Nevertheless we are confident that
after ten years of strong partnerships, many
with dedicated donors who have been with us
since the beginning, the project will continue to
grow and succeed.

Simba
Scholars

International
Travel

3%

2%

Bomas

11%
Carnivore
College

4%

2%

Park
Trips

6%
Outreach

$450K

6%

CCT
Benefits

20%

Conflict
Officers

8%
Guarding
Dogs

1%

Lion
Defenders

10%
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CCT
Operations
Kids
4 Cats

Film
Nights

2% 3%

Collaring

3%

11%
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Ten years on from RCP’s inception we have
made huge progress, but the challenges
to conservation remain vast. It is vital that
we not only continue to strengthen our
efforts around Ruaha, but also work with
partners to help develop communitybased conservation strategies in other
key landscapes.
During 2020, we anticipate working
with the Tanzanian authorities and
organisations such as Frankfurt Zoological
Society (FZS) to begin carnivore research
in the Selous-Nyerere ecosystem, focused
on both ecological monitoring and
conflict mitigation.
This landscape is immense and is thought to
hold the largest remaining lion population in
Africa, so this is a daunting but very exciting
expansion. We also plan to collaborate
with vulture conservationists from North
Carolina Zoo, as poisonings after carnivore
conflict kill many endangered vultures. We
will collaborate ever more closely with our
partners in the Pride Lion Conservation
Alliance, particularly Lion Landscapes, so
that we can share approaches and conduct
conservation more effectively.
Furthermore, in light of the Black Lives
Matter movement, we will be scrutinising
our work and doing all we can to ensure
that we address racism in conservation, and
injustice in our activities and organisations.
There is no doubt that with the COVID-19
pandemic
wreaking
havoc
around
the world, 2020 and 2021 will be very
challenging years for all of us. Yet over the
last decade we have seen just how much
we can accomplish through teamwork,
dedication, passion and commitment to
rural communities. We are enormously
grateful to everyone who has supported
us on our journey so far, and are thinking
of you all in these difficult times. We hope
that you have enjoyed reading about our
achievements in 2019, and that it reminds
you that you are enabling real, positive
change for people and wildlife every day.
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Johann Vorster

Thank you to the many
organisations and individuals
who support our work, and
to the local villagers and
authorities in Tanzania
without whom our work
would not be possible.

ASANTE SANA

Thank you
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SUPPORT US OR FIND OUT MORE
Contact info@ruahacarnivoreproject.com
Visit

www.ruahacarnivoreproject.com

Support www.ruahacarnivoreproject.com/donate
Follow

@ruahacarnivoreproject

All images taken in Ruaha by RCP field team unless otherwise credited

@ruahacarnivoreproject

